
Look for me outside, not too far

away, where the postman comes

to bring mail each day

Look high and low, far and
wide, I'll be where garden
tools and seeds reside

Coiled up tight, I wait for you,

long and green that water

passes through

 Plants need a home where theycan thrive, I'm under the container
where they grow and survive 

Cooking outside is the way to
go, find me where the grill
sizzles and glows

In the garden, tall and grand,

find me where branches

stretch above the land

It's not a rug, but sort of the

same, find me laying near a

door frame

The inside is stinky, so it comeswith a lid, if you don't mind thesmell, you'll find where I'm hid

Outdoor Easter Egg Hunt Clues for Kids

Name:



I bring cartoons and movies

to you. I have a screen and

buttons too

Where water falls but
rain doesn't pour, the
clue's hiding, so explore

Fluffy and soft, I hold your

head, find me where you go to

bed

In the kitchen, I go beep,
warming food while you sleep

Not quite a door but

opens wide, find me where

snacks hide inside

Pictures here, pictures

there, find your clue

without a care

You wear me on your feet,

I'm not a sock, but I'm just as

neat

Where you put your dirty

clothes, find your clue

under your nose

I’m where you go at the end ofthe day, under me is whereyour clue will lay

I keep things cold but am not
ice, inside me, treats are
always nice. Search where
you go for a cold snack, your
next clue is hidden in the
back

Indoor Easter Egg Hunt Riddles for Kids

Name:



Outdoor Easter Egg Treasure Hunt
“Look for me outside, not too far away, where the postman comes to bring mail each day” - Answer: The Letterbox

“Look high and low, far and wide, I'll be where garden tools and seeds reside” - Answer: The Garden Shed

“Coiled up tight, I wait for you, long and green that water passes through” - Answer: The Hose

“Plants need a home where they can thrive, I'm under the container where they grow and survive” - Answer: Under a
Flowerpot

“Cooking outside is the way to go, find me where the grill sizzles and glows” - Answer: The BBQ

“In the garden, tall and grand, find me where branches stretch above the land” - Answer: Under a Tree

“It's not a rug, but sort of the same, find me laying near a door frame” - Answer: The Doormat

“The inside is stinky, so it comes with a lid, if you don't mind the smell, you'll find where I'm hid” - The Compost or
Rubbish Bin

Indoor Easter Egg Treasure Hunt

"I bring cartoons and movies to you. I have a screen and buttons too" - Answer: TV

“Where water falls but rain doesn't pour, the clue's hiding, so explore" - Answer: Shower or bathtub

“Fluffy and soft, I hold your head, find me where you go to bed" - Answer: Pillow

"In the kitchen, I go beep, warming food while you sleep" - Answer: Microwave.

"Not quite a door but opens wide, find me where snacks hide inside" - Answer: Pantry.

"Pictures here, pictures there, find your clue without a care" - Answer: Near a photo frame

“I keep things cold but am not ice, inside me, treats are always nice. Search where you go for a cold snack, your next
clue is hidden in the back” - Answer: Fridge

“Where you put your dirty clothes, find your clue under your nose" Answer: Laundry basket  

"You wear me on your feet, I'm not a sock, but I'm just as neat" - Answer: Shoes (in a shoe rack or closet)

“I’m where you go at the end of the day, under me is where your clue will lay" Answer: Bed
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